
 
 
 
 
 
As IAB has been made well aware, Special Agent Dale Bartholomew Cooper routinely records 
field notes on his department-issued Realistic Micro-27 recorder. These tapes are regularly 
delivered to the Philadelphia Field Office, where secretary Diane Frost dutifully transcribes each 
of them for our permanent archive. 
 
Pursuant to your request for the ongoing BLUE ROSE internal investigation, please find enclosed 
transcripts of Agent Cooper’s most recent field notes. We will continue to provide you with up-to-
date transcripts as they become available. And should IAB require any additional materials, the 
Philadelphia Branch is happy to provide them. 
 
Date: 25 March, 1989 

 

 Cooper: Diane, it's 1:17 p.m. I have just concluded my second meditation of the day in 
lieu of sleep, and I feel completely refreshed and struck again by the realization 
that all of us on this great big planet earth live at only a fraction of our potential. 
 
We are working round the clock on the cave petroglyph

1
. I am certain that the 

answers lie in this mysterious etching. I am also convinced that Windom Earle
2
 

is searching for exactly the same thing as we are for diametrically opposite 
reasons. If I am correct in my assumptions about the power of this unholy 
place, God help us if he gets there first. 

 

 

 Diane, at this particular juncture, I would like to make specific mention of Annie 
Blackburn

3
. She is a completely original human being. Her responses as pure 

as those of a child. 
 

 

 I must be honest, I haven't felt this way about a woman since Caroline
4
. It has 

taken meeting Annie for me to realize how gray my life has been since 
Caroline's death. How cold and solitary. 
 

 
 [KNOCKING ON DOOR] 

 
 Although, occasionally, there is something to be said for solitude. 

 
 RECORDING ENDS 

 

                                                 
1
 An ancient petroglyph in a cavern referred to by the locals as OWL CAVE, believed to have been painted 

by indigenous peoples of the region. (See BLACK LODGE - Eyes Only) 

  
2
 Cooper’s partner from 1982 through 1985, when Earle was remanded to a psychiatric facility. Earle 

escaped custody on 2 March, 1989, and travelled to Twin Peaks in search of the BLACK LODGE. Earle 

disappeared on 25 March, and has not been heard from since. 

 
3
 Annie Blackburn is a Twin Peaks native, currently engaged in a relationship with Agent Cooper. She was 

kidnapped by Windom Earle on the evening of 25 March, Cooper pursued and recovered her. 

 
4
 Windom Earle’s late wife and Cooper’s ex-lover (See POWELL, CAROLINE) 
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